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PROJECT: Midwest Health Medical Building (MHMB) 

 

SUMMARY 

During the period of Monday, February 10, 2014 and Monday, February 17, 2014, a 
pipe burst in the fire sprinkler system above the elevator lobby on the 2nd Floor of the 
Midwest Health Medical Building (MHMB), causing extensive damage to the first and 
second floors of the building. 

Bayside Fire Protection contracted SPS Mechanical to assist in investigating the cause 
of the leak. Bayside Fire Protection and SPS Mechanical, together referred to as “we” in 
this report, conducted testing on site at the MHMB on Friday, March 14, 2014, to 
determine the cause of the leak. After completing the testing, we concluded that the 
leak was the result of pipes freezing due to several building deficiencies, including a 
nearby heating unit that had malfunctioned during a week of frigid weather. 

We are recommending that a new heating unit be installed, along with an alarm system 
to alert building maintenance staff of any future hazardous drops in indoor temperature. 

 

PRELIMINARY INSPECTION 

We conducted an initial inspection of the MHMB on Saturday, March 1, 2014. Present at 
the inspection were Terry Wassenaar and Douglas Pitkin of SPS Mechanical and 
Walter Johnson of Bayside Fire Protection. Andrew McChesney, Assistant Project 
Manager for the MHMB, guided us through the facility. During the tour, Andrew removed 
the ceiling panels beneath the burst sprinkler pipe on the 2nd Floor. The damage to the 
pipe appeared consistent with what is generally seen in frozen pipes.  

We quickly became curious about the cabinet unit heater located in the ceiling above 
the elevator lobby on the 2nd Floor. We were very interested to know whether it was 
running from Monday, February 10, 2014 and Monday, February 17, 2014. Outdoor 
temperatures during this period were very cold, and the only way that the sprinkler lines 
could have frozen is if that heater or another nearby building heater had been off for 
several days during such cold weather. The resulting decrease in indoor temperatures 
would have caused the sprinkler flex connection to break and the Victaulic fittings to 
freeze or be forced apart by the expansion of ice forming inside the piping.  



Terry Wassenaar asked Andrew about the cabinet unit heater, and specifically, how 
long the cabinet unit heater had been running. Andrew’s response was “That unit hasn’t 
run since last April. We were going to get it fixed, but budget was tight and the weather 
was starting to get warmer anyway, so we decided to put it off until this winter. I guess 
we ended up forgetting about it.” 

 

RECOMMENDED TESTING 

We recommended the following procedure to pressure test the existing sprinkler piping 
that goes up to the second level of the stair/elevator lobby. With this test, we were able 
to evaluate the integrity of the existing piping and determine its suitability for future use. 

Mechanical Test #1 – 24-Hour Sprinkler Piping Air Pressure Test: 

Project: 
Midwest Health Medical Building (MHMB) 

Problem: 
Fire sprinkler leak, 2nd Floor of Midwest Health Medical Building (MHMB) on 
Monday, February 17, 2013 

Access:  
Remove one ceiling panel at each sprinkler head on the 2nd Floor of the MHMB 
before the sprinkler piping air pressure test is started. If any breaks in the piping, 
fittings, or flex sprinkler head piping are found, end the test immediately. 

Proposed Test:  
Air pressure testing of the sprinkler line that runs up to the second level of the 
stair/elevator lobby (20’-40’ downstream of the location of the MHMB sprinkler leak). 
The objective of the test is to determine if any of the piping or fittings downstream of 
the location of the leak were damaged on Monday, February 17th, 2014, or before. 

Testing Procedure: 
Install fittings, valve, pressure gauge, etc. necessary to put a 170 psig pressure test 
on the sprinkler piping 20’-40’ downstream of the leak. Pump up the sprinkler line to 
170 psig and record the pressure reading. Read the pressure gauge 15 minutes 
later and record the pressure reading on the pressure test form. After continuing 
pressure of 170 psig for at least 24 hours, read the pressure gauge again, and 
record the pressure reading and the date and time that the reading was taken.  



Timing:  
Start Date: Friday morning, March 14, 2014 
Final Pressure Reading Date: Saturday morning, March 15, 2014. 

 

TEST RESULTS 

Mechanical Test #1 – 24-Hour Sprinkler Piping Air Pressure Test Record: 

Friday, March 14, 2014 – Set up for Pressure Test 
Original Pressure Reading: 50 psig – 10:25am 
Pressure 15 Minutes Later: 50 psig – 10:40am 
Could hold 50 psig pressure for 15 minutes:  Yes X   No  

Friday, March 14, 2014 
Second Pressure Reading: 172 psig – 10:45am 
Pressure 15 Minutes Later: 172 psig – 11:00am 
Could hold 172 psig pressure for 15 minutes:  Yes X   No 

Saturday, March 15, 2014 
Final Pressure Reading (24 hours after original reading): 171 psig – 10:45am 
Could hold 172 psig pressure for 24 hours:   Yes (see note) No 

NOTE: The pressure in the sprinkler line dropped 1 psig to 171 psig. In our opinion, this 
is within acceptable tolerance to pass the pressure test for this system. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

On Friday, March 14, 2014, ceiling panels were removed near three sprinkler heads 20’-
40’ downstream of the February 17, 2014 leak on the 2nd Floor of the MHMB. Walter 
Johnson of Bayside Fire Protection and Douglas Pitkin of SPS Mechanical inspected 
the sprinkler piping and flex connector to the sprinkler heads above the ceiling. They 
saw no evidence of damage or breaks. 

We started the 24-hour pressure test at 10:25am on Friday, March 14, 2014. The piping 
was initially pumped until the pressure gauge read 50 psig. We read the pressure gauge 
15 minutes later at 10:40am, and the pressure was still at 50 psig (no change in 
pressure). 

At 10:45am on Friday, March 14, 2014, we increased the pressure until the gauge read 
172 psig. We read the pressure gauge 15 minutes later at 11:00am, and the pressure 
was still at 172 psig (no change in pressure). 



We returned 24 hours later at 10:45am on Saturday, March 15, 2014, and the pressure 
gauge read 171 psig. The one pound per square inch of pressure difference is 
considered to be, in our opinion, within the acceptable tolerance for this pressure test. 

Therefore, the sprinkler system passed testing. We concluded that there were no 
additional freeze breaks in the fire sprinkler piping fittings or flex connectors running to 
the sprinkler heads in the sprinkler lines above the drywall ceiling up the stairs and on 
the 2nd Floor (three sprinkler heads). 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Bayside Fire Protection and their consultant SPS Mechanical recommend the following 
action be taken as safeguards to prevent another freeze up of the fire sprinkler system 
above the ceiling of the second floor elevator lobby at MHMB. 

1. Install a second unit heater above the ceiling, with the thermostat for this unit heater 
located above the ceiling panels. The thermostat for the existing unit heater is 
located below the ceiling on the east wall of the 3rd Floor lobby. Under this current 
system, if the thermostat on the 3rd Floor is satisfied, the above ceiling area on the 
2nd Floor will not get any heat. 
The new unit heater should be located near the existing unit heater with duct work 
run up to the 3rd Floor. The return air should circulate back down above the ceiling 
space to the new unit heater.  
In order to maintain the temperature setting above the ceiling on both the 2nd and 3rd 
Floor, the new thermostat located on the 2nd Floor above the ceiling should be set 
10°F lower than the setting for the existing thermostat. The existing unit heater 
should be set at 70°F, and the new unit heater set at 60°F. 

2. Install a temperature alarm set at 40°F in the 2nd Floor ceiling space near the 
location where the fire sprinkler lines froze and the Victaulic fittings pulled apart. This 
will alarm for low temperatures above the ceiling in the same manner that a 
fire/smoke alarm would. The owner should respond to the situation immediately. 

3. Examine the wall insulation. We noted a number of locations where wall insulation 
was missing (example: around the east side windows viewed from above the 2nd 
Floor ceiling). The U-value of the insulation behind the window pane is also in 
question. We are concerned that poor insulation contributed to the freezing of the 
sprinkler system pipes and fittings. 


